Generalized spectral light scatter models of diverse bacterial colony morphologies.
An optical forward-scatter model was generalized to encompass the diverse nature of bacterial colony morphologies and the spectral information. According to the model, the colony shape and the wavelength of incident light significantly affect the characteristics of a forward elastic-light-scattering pattern. To study the relationship between the colony morphology and the scattering pattern, three-dimensional colony models were generated in various morphologies. The propagation of light passing through the colony model was then simulated. In validation of the theoretical modeling, the scattering patterns of three bacterial genera, Staphylococcus, Exiguobacterium and Bacillus, which grow into colonies having convex, crateriform and flat elevations, respectively, were qualitatively compared to the simulated scattering patterns. The strong correlations observed between simulated and experimental patterns validated the scatter model. In addition, spectral effect on the scattering pattern was studied using the scatter model, and experimentally investigated using Staphylococcus, whose colony has circular form and convex elevation. Both simulation and experiment showed that changes in wavelength affected the overall pattern size and the number of rings.